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In the first volume are 253 pages of texts that throw light on
the Old Testament. The reader finds in one handy volume a
good German translation of about all the monuments that have
been deciphered that aid materially in the understanding of
the Old Testament. Dr. Ungnad has translated a great variety
of Babylonian-Assyrian texts, including myths, hymns, his
torical and chronological texts, the Oode of Hammurabi, etc.
He has also translated a number of Hebrew and Aramaic in
scriptions. Dr. Ranke is the translator of the Egyptian texts,
of which there is a large number. The volume is valuable in
that it brings together a great variety of material from the two
great centers of ancient civilization in the midst of which the
Old Testament religion grew up and flourished. Gressmann
is to be congratulated that he has not ignored the Egyptian
texts.

The second volume is a joy to the eye. Many of the pho
tographs of ancient monuments are quite artistic, a goodly
number in Palestine having been taken by Dr. Grassmann
himself. Here again weare impressed by the variety of the
collection. Little has been omitted that throws light upon the
Old Testament. The book is valuable for the student and the
general reader alike. JOHN R. SAMPEY.

An Introduction to Ecclesiastes, With Notes and AppendicES. By
A. H. McNelle, B.D., Camhrid.ge: at ,the UniversIty Preas, 1904.
Pages 168.

McNeile's Introduction is recognized as a book that every
critical student of Ecclesiastes ought to have. While 'accep~

ing the view that our present book is the work of at least three
minds, McNeile combats many of the vagaries of modern radi
cal critics. He imagines that a proverb-maker interspersed all
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